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CasinoWebScripts reviews have raved about the success of this company’s racing games. When it

comes to graphics, sound and different game features, 'Thunder Monkeys' shares the same

astonishing quality of CasinoWebScripts’ previous products. This spectacular racing game will

transport the player into a world where the Asian culture is prominent. When the game starts,

the first thing that gets noticed is the relaxing Asian-themed background sound. The monkeys

that will be participating in the race are presented to the player in an elaborate, but user friendly

bet panel, which will give the gambler the opportunity to bet different amounts of credit on

every monkey, or use the combined bets option, which allows him to have the chance of winning

credits by betting on more than one monkey at once.

While placing bets, the player will be notified about the amount of time that he can use to wager

before the race starts. The gambler is prompted 10 seconds before the monkeys start

competing, so that he can get prepared to watch the entertaining contest. After the bets are

placed, the best part of the game is going to start. Six different energetic and colorful monkeys

will start climbing ropes, fighting for supremacy. The race also takes place in an Asian-themed

environment, reminding of the great temples which sometimes hosted these wonderful

creatures. During gameplay, the gambler has the option to view the bets he placed, in the right

corner of the screen. 

This game’s beauty lies in the events that might occur during the race. The player might be

surprised to see that he has won the jackpot, which might randomly appear during the contest,

in the form of a jackpot warrior. Besides that, a banana multiplier might also randomly come

into sight during the race. Some of the monkeys will get unlucky and climb up the wrong rope,
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which might snap during the competition. The other obstacle that might occur is the appearance

of the hungry eagle, which will catch the monkey in its claws and stop the little animal from

achieving its goal. At the end of the race, the winners will reach the finish line and the hierarchy

will be revealed. After that, the bet panel will appear once again, along with a virtual podium

showing which monkeys occupied the first three positions and a list which reveals the

performances of every competitor.  A race takes place every two minutes, the player being able

to maintain the bets he placed before, or wager in a different way. 

More information about this game can be found on the developer's website, or YouTube at

http://youtu.be/lDRjc1koaDE.

About CasinoWebScripts

CasinoWebScripts’ developers have amazed the online gambling world with their top quality

games and software, providing operators with solutions which proved to have been adequate for

any type of budget, pleasing every customer that has requested their services. CasinoWebScripts

uniqueness lies in the fact that they do not ask for any monthly shares, their customers having

complete control over their gambling sites. Their clients can choose from a collection of more

than 120 games which meet the requirements of any player out there. Lifetime support

included. 

More information at: www.casinowebscripts.com.
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